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          Product: PDFTron

Product Version: PDFTron Java - v9.1.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Is there a way to export an image from a pdf in grayscale to memory?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

I would like to export a png image from a pdf page in grayscale without saving it to the filesystem. I have seen the PDFDraw.export method that accepts the gray hint as a parameter in the samples, but it also expects the file path to store the result, is there a way to get the result as a byte array or input stream?

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Go - ImageCreate from []bytes already in memory
                    


                    Issue redacting pdf with wathermark
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Extract layers from PDF in Java
	Code samples to create / generate PDFs in Java
	Convert CAD / DWG to PDF in Java - Usage
	Open a PDF in Java - About opening a document

Forums:	PDF Library for develop a JAVA based PDF viewer application
	How can I reduce the page flicker caused by PDFViewCtrl.update?
	I am facing below error
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          Currently no. You can use PDFDraw.GetBitmap to get a BufferedImage and then you could convert to greyscale using that Java class. Example below.
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  How to use TYPE_BYTE_GRAY to efficiently create a grayscale bufferedimage using AWT




  java, awt, bufferedimage
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